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FlanaganBig Hit at M.SM
Ralph Flanagan and his Orchestra, which appeare<t at Parker Hall last Monday evening,
has been consistently rated America's Number One Band in polls
and the public's choice, year after
year. The reason is simple:
Ralph's basic commodity is good,
solid music, with no gimmicks.
Ralph's style of music has varied little through the years , . although his arrangements of popular tunes are always imaginatively
fresh. ];le has an uncanny knack
of knowing what the public wants
to listen to and dance to.
Although a particular arrangement of a tune might have been
uptempo, a driving Iatin beat or
even a slow, dreamy ballad , each
Flanagan ; arrangement revolved
around the rhythm section, for it
was there that the basic beat
originated and was kept constant

throughout the number. The out-,_ ___________
_
standing feature of the Flanagan
Pershing Rifl~s to
rhythm section was the piano
stylings of the maestro himself. March in V eteran'S'
The Band emphasized such numbers as: "Joshua ," "My Hero," Day Parade
The P. R.'s are doing , fine so
and '~The Blues from an American in Paris;" while exotic vocal- far this semester, and we have
ist, Nancy Lee sang: "Paper high hopes for the future. The
Moon," ' " Sentimental Journey," boys with the blue and white ribbons are coming along fine under
and many others .
Versatility was the keynote of the execllent instruction and
the Flanagan productions, with <;!rilling of boys with the blue and
his fine musical aggregation being white fourrageres .
Our Drill Team has been drillspelled by the Flanagan Trio and
Flanagan's
Flatbush Five, to ing even more intensely for the
round out an evening of the finest big event. The big event was of
in music . But whether it was the course Homecoming , they found
Trio, the Flatbush Five, Nancy the afternoon bitter cold, unLee, or the entire orchestra, of daunted they thawed their finone thing you could be sure; it gers and shouldered their .30's
was tasteful and refreshing mu- and formed on the sidelines, only
sic that pleased even the most to find that the Rolla High School
hard-shelled Miners, just as it Band had used up all the time
has pleased millions of dancers available. It was a bitter pill to
swallow.
and listeners in the past.
As a reward to the pledges and
to give the Drill Team a chance
to show their stuff, we are going
to march in the Veterans Da .
Parade in St. Louis on Nov. 11.
This will give the Drill Team a
chance to demonstrate before the
public the high calibre of trick
drilling of which they are capable. It will give us a chance to
exhibit before a large crowd and
TV audience that Company K-7 ,
Pershing Rifles , is an up and
coming organization, one to be
remembered and looked forward
to seeing in the future.
It is only thropgh you , the
pledges and actives and the student body that Pershing Rifles
will become well known.

Prof. Robbins Chosen
) For All American
Bandmasters Band

Science Students
Will Not Be Drafted
CHICAGO, . Nov. 2 (AP) The Defense I Department manpower chief said today that in
case of full mobilization science
and engineering students probably would be indefinitely deferred from military service.
Albert Kay, director of manpower supply of the department
was one of a panel of manpower
experts discussing education prob-

!ems at a 'conference on scientific
and engineering education.
Kay in answer to a question,
pointed out that America- had
had such deferments since 1951
and said "the most significant
thing to me is that we kept them
through Korea."
"Of course if there were an
attack with advanced weapons,
with wide devastation, all kinds
of bets are off."
-St.
Louis Post - Dispatch,
Sunday, Nov. 3, 1957.

Professor James William Robbins of the Humaniti es, department has been notified this past
week that he was selected to play
in the All American Bandmasters'
Band. This band ,is an annual
event of the Midwest National
Band Clinic held in Chicago each
December.
\
The Midwest is the largest
Band Clinic in the United States
and Canada. In spite of the name
Midwest , the clinic serves the entire nation as well as Canada .
Each year at the Clinic a band
is formed made up entirely of
Band Directors from the two
countries . The membership of this
band is limited to I 00 persons .
Mr. Robbins will play in the
Flute section of this band which
will giv,e its concert on December
20th at the Hotel Sherman in
Chicago. Membership in the All
American Bandmasters' Band is
an honor to the individual and to
the school which he represents.

The ROTC Cadet Corps at
the Missouri School of Mines and
Metallurgy, Rolla, Missouri, observed the completion of the fall
semester drill period with ceremonies in the Uptown Theatre on
Wednesday, October 23rd. Due
to the size of the MSM Cadet
Corps, the largest Engineer ROTC Unit in the United States, it
was necessary for the two regiments to meet at different hours
so two separate ceremonies were
held.
Twenty-six cadets were designated by Colonel Lloyd L. Rall,
PMST , tci receive the fourragere
emblematic of outstanding proficiency in drill and leadership during this semester. The fourrageres wtre awarded to the cadets
by Dean Curtis L. Wilson of the
School, of Mines and Metallurgy.

On the stage to congratulate
the cadets on their achievement ,
in addition to Dean Wilson and
Colonel Rall, were Mr. Edward
Sowers, owner-publisher of the
Rolla Daily News; Colonel Daniel Kennedy , Central Regional
Engineer of the U. S. G. S.; and
Lieutenant Colonel Kenneth Maguire, Associate PMST .

Mining_ ~esearch, sponsored by
the Mmmg Department of the
School of Mines and the u. s.
Bureau of Mines, will be held
here on November 14-15. All
meeting-swill be held in room 107
of the Mining Building.
Registration will be held at 8: 00
a.m. on Thursday and morning
session will begin at 9: 00. On
Friday, the morning session will
begin at 8 :00 and last until 11 :45.
Afetrnoon session; both days will
begin at I: 30.
The program will feature talks
on various phases of Mining Engineering, Applications, Development , and Research. Many noted
speakers have been contacted
to speak at this symposium.
Chairman of the Thursday
morning session will be Dr . George
Clark of the MSM Department of
Mining Engineering. Friday morning the chairman will be Mr. John
Reed , Head Research Engineer
of the St. Joseph Lead Company .
The principal speaker will be
Dr. John Rinehart of the Smithsonian Institute of Astrophysical
Observatory. He will talk on
" Fracturing Under
Impulsive
Loading." Dr. Rinehart will also
deliver a lecture on "Optical
Tracking of the Satellite" in Parker Hall next Wednesday evening
at 8: IS .

I

Cadets who were awarded fourrageres at the ceremonies were:
Gold Fourragere Citation (5th
Award): Martin M . Rogers , Ft .
Monmouth, N. J . ; Gold Fourra
gere Citation (4th Award);J
James F. Hostetter, Tipton, Mo .;
Gold Fourragere (3rd Award);
Robert B. Lyons, Kirkwood,
Mo.; Lynn A. Rockwell, Belleville, III.; Blue Fourragere ·( 2nd
Award) : John F. Sweeney, Jr.,
Laurelton , N. Y.; Delbert D.
Day , Rolla; Philip E. Gerwert,
Rolla ; Donald R. Feaster, Palmyra, Mo.; Michael 1 B . Kimbrough, Gravette, Ark.; Carl A.
Vansant , .Clinton, Mo. ; Red
Fourragere (1st Award): James
A. Berke!, Marion, III.; Robert
0. Capps, Jefferson City, Mo. ;
Charles R. Hoffman, Springfield ,
Mo.; Thomas J. O'Keefe , St.
Louis, Mo. ; Kenneth R. Schultz ,
St. Louis, Mo .; James E. Twyman, Bevier, Mo. ; Herbert H.
Bland ; Dexter, Mo.;
Jan H.
Payn ton , Stanton , Mo.; Charles
R. Reeves, Flint, Mich.; ~obert
R. Wright , Springfield , Mo. ;
Robert K. Schuler, Sullivan , Mo.;
Melvin H . Vahrenhorst , St. Louis,
Mo. ; David L. Cox, Sappin gton,
Mo. ; Orville Hunter , Jr. , Wellsville, Mo.;
Kenneth E. Moss,
Joplin, Mo .; John I L. Stillwell,
St. Louis , Mo.

Dr . Rin ehart
The afternoon sessions will be
directed by Mr. L. F. McElvenny ,
Chief of the Branch of Mining,
Division of Mineral Technology of
the Bureau of Mines on Thursday,
and .by Prof. Christi a_,
nsen of the
school's Mining Departmnet.

Notice
In last week's MINER the
date that Dr. John Rinehart will
deli'oer his lecture on ' " Optical
Tracking of the Satellite ," was
omitted . The lecture will be given in Parker Hall at 8 : 15 p. m.,
Wednesday , November 13.

New Plaque to be Placed on Fulton Hall
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THE MISSOURI MINER is the official publication of the students
of the Missouri School of Mines
and Meta llurgy. It is published at
Rolla, Mo., every Friday during
the school year. Entered as second
class matter February 8, I 945, at
the Post Office at Rolla, Mo., under the :Act of March 3, 1879.

i

The subscription is $1.00 per semester. This Missouri Miner "Do you remember, oh, a long
time ago, you said you didn't like
Features Activities of the Students and Faculty of M. S. M.
me, tlidn't want me no more, now
I'm tired of you're jivin talkin
like that, I'm goin to pack my
Senior Board
clothes, grab my hat and leave
Editor-in-Chief .................................................... Richard H. Okenfuss you flat." To lwhich the Dean
707 State St. - EM 4-2731
said, "Go man, Goll!"
Oh well ~me days, you can't
Business Manager ................................................ Donald G. Pfanstiel
make it any way you try. Time
709 W . !Ith St.-EM
4-3527
Sports Editor .........................................., ........... Thomas R. Colandrea for another tale of torture and tor ment as we whelp a new sound on
Features Editor ....................................... ..................... Paul W. Taylor the Merry-Go-Round.
A word of explanation as to the
Advertising Manager ................................................ Donald Gutersloh
Circulation Manager ................................................ George T. Hughes start of last week's colwnn. It
seems that the joint where Bax
Assistant Editor .....................................' ................ Joseph J. Masnica eats had cold cuts for dinner and
Secretary ( ................................................................. Ronald E. Sander somebody slipped a 45 RPM record of Elvis doing the Jailhouse
Rock on the plate. Needless to say
who ate it. For a minute , !thou ght
the cat had flipped.
Everybody wants to get in on
the act. With the naming of the
Met. building, the Miner Box
has been filled with suggestions
\
The case for a change in the absence rules seems to be mounting for names of other brick piles on
campus. Some of the better ones:
each week. The present system leaves too much for grant'ed. Ti;_
ue it
Fastidious Freddy's Folly for the
makes it harder to deliberate ly cut class under the present rules!but old Met. Building, Graw's Geono actual provision is made for legitimate excuses.
logic Grotto and Harry Fuller's
House of Mental Consdpation
The Asian Flu has struck the campus this fall. An estimated (Physics) .
300-400 students are sick each week with a virus infection of some
Halloween found a lot of the
type. The best cure for this a complete rest for one to three days. Frat boys tricking and no treatHowever, under the present absence rules, no provision is made for ing. Dean Wilson got caught in
students who are act ually sick. They are at the mercy of the instmc- an embarrassi ng situation as some
one sneaked up and set fire to his
tor. If they can convince the instructor that they were actually sick, out-house. Luckily the Dean eseverything is okay. However, if the instructo r does not believe them caped. Seems there was a sour
the student has no alternative. Ire takes the cut and possibly is sour note. The local Police not
only ignorant but unaware of the
dropped from the course.
annual tradition of the outhouse
This is not fair. Some sort of comp~omise between the current bit, got pretty obnoxious and even
absence rules and those of previous years must be worked out. It threated the boys with a shootin
is not fair for the students to deliberately cut a class for no good iron. He even went so far as to
call the Fire Dept. Isn't that a
reason , but also is not fair to give a student a cut for a class when he laugh, the smoke eaters got to the
the fire through some stroke of
was sick.
fate but as usual couldn't get the
The best possible solut ion to this problem would be for a joint fire out.
delegation of faculty and students meet to discuss the problem and
draw up a proposed revision. The students themselves are not quali- Everybody Has Touch
fied to decide this situation. However, to pass up the students' feelings
Of Genius, Reports
and ideas on this issue will not settle the problem.

'Shouldthe Absence·
Rule Be Changed?

ALCOA
REPRESENTATIVES
WILL INTERVIEW INTERESTED
ENGINEERING SENIORS
FOR CAREER POSITIONS ON

November 13, 1957
Present Openings are for
mechanical, electrical, industrial
and metallurgical engineers.
SEE YOUR PLACEMENT DIRECTOR
FOR DETAILS AND APPOINTMENT.

Are you carefree? Adventureous? Happy-go-lucky? Would you
take a pistol ; put a bullet in one
of its cylinders, spin the cylinder,
hold the gun against your headand pull the trigger?
\
If you would, than you have
plenty of company. A new college
fad is sweeping the country. The
first new fad since the wild era
of the late 20's with their goldfish-swallowing and record-eating.
Yes, Russian Roulette is the
latest college fad. This is not the
devil•may-care game made famous
by the Russian czars, but a safe,
if not to sane, version. The players
use a loud-exploding powder gun
instead of a real one.
No one can claim credit for
this fad; it seems to have started
at a poker game in a fraternity
house on the Columbia University
campus. The \ fellows matched
cards for turns. From this idea
has grown to per haps the biggest
and wildest college fad ever. Russian Roulette Clubs were started .
In less than two months, seven
colleges have thriving clubs with
over 3,000 members. The National Flim Network, a TV motion
picture company , has anp.ounced
a Russian Roulette contest· for
college students to publicize its
forthcomnig TV series "DANGER
LINE". Grand prizes are sports
cars , trips to Mexico City and
Cuba. Second prizes are television
sets, Hi-Fi's , radio-phonographs,
wrist watches and gift certificates.
All interested Miners are encouraged to enter this contest and
join RR. A new lot of exploding
RR powder guns, plus a printing
of the official rules for Russian
Roulette are being made up for
club ~embers. For membership
and further details, write to:
Russian Roulette
200 West 57th Street
New York 19, New York
and enclose a stamped self-addressed enveleope.
To enter the contest, simply
send your name and address to
the above address along with your
answer to the Question No. I.
There will be a total of twenty
questions to the contest and they
wil appear weekly in the MNER .
QUESTION NO. 1 If Barbara
spins the cylinder and pulls the
trigger 101 times - stopping between each pulling of the trigger
to spin the cylinder again - is
there more probability of it going
off the 101st time than the first
time? Why?

Also on the Eve of Hallos, some
pledges got a wet back and one
a good paint job as the Sig Ep 's
pledges fell into a plot to redecorate the Theta Kap house with
some type of paper used in the
head. The Sig Ep's were doing
fine till the water began to fly.
Local 266 of the Plumbers
Union threatened to picket the
Chem Dept. if some of the test
tube jockeys don't stop monkeying
with the pipe work. Whats the
matte r, you guys trying to learn
a useful trade? Also Dr. Dud
Thompson informs us that the
Chem Dept. doesn't have a purple
shaft with which to screw the
boys. He ordered a three barbed
green one from Sears and Roebuck . The Dud has been known
to lend it out especially on days
of P. Chem. Quizes.
The KA's and the Rock house
crew got the Cannon together
one night last week and elected
Col. Prince McQuire of the Confederate Artillary as their new
Cannon Ball. Dean Wilson tak e
heed, no'tice where the barrel is
pointed ? ? ??
The epidemic of the Asian , flu
has the dear nurse at the School
Hospital real nervous. The old
girl told the boys they just can't
keep coming up to the morgue at
all hours. Guess we'll have to dig
up the State Street Canal and lay
down and die.
Announcing a new contest!!!!
The staff of the Mo. Miner proudly presents the "Mos t Popular
Prof on Campus" contest . If any
of you wienees have a candidate
please leave his name and why you
think he is the choice in 25 words
or less. Drop this info in the Miner
Box in the Rolla Bid. First prize
in this event will be two free games
on Ramey's Bowling Machine.
Best I rest this mess. Must beat
it up to the Dean's house and
help him rebuild it as the nights
are to cold for him to be out in
the open. Keep cool on the stool
Readers' Digest Story till next week. Love from your
Genius is in everyone. That's buddies, Bax and Mox Nix.
the conclusion of Robert L. Heilbroner in a November Reader's a sense of challenge and newness.
Digest article , "What Makes a Their ideas might not be immedi•
Genius?"
ately understood.
"If it were not ," he says, "we
could not grasp its works, enjoy
its creations . In genius we see
A. E. Long, M.S.M., Ex '22, Lois S. Lo'ng, William S. Jenks , Jr.
something of our ownselves - a
LONG INSURANCE AGENCY
thousand per cent brighter , wiser,
Phone EM 4-1414
810 Pine St.
ROLLA, MO
more creative than we are, but
"Service Is Our Business"
ourselves nonetheless."
What is the mysterious quality
which lifts a certain individual
skyscraper-high above the rest of
us?
Is it fabulous intelligence, heredity, "madness?"
Heilbroner says genius has
1
relatively little to do with intel•
ligence. Nor is it the ability to
perform dizzying mental calculations or a phenomenal memory.
Albert Einstein always had
trouble with higher mathematics
Sunday Matinee
and Darwin complained all his
at I :30
life of his poor memory.
What then is genius? Creativ,. ,. ,.
ity , says Heilbroner. It is the
ability for terrific concentration
ROLLA ROLLER
and to penetrate the dull facade
RINK
of reality , to represent it in new
and startling fashion.
City Hwy. 66 West
Geniuses look at the world with
the bright eyes of children, with
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Copyright 1957 by DllWn Beat Magazine.
;, spinthe 1?one . "I play what I feel," Erroll
"The -coming of fall and winter
Here are the top five best-sell1gainst cyJinderGamer says. In an interview with ing jazz albums in the nation , with lowering temperatu res mean
.
Yourhead
'

:igge
r?
Down Beat's Dom Cerulli, he said,
1ld than
"At a session, I shut my eyes and
[la~yA Youhave I feel an audience. You always go
igth. newCOilege
with the people. A record session
. e countryT
Sl!lceth . · he is like a job : if you 're going to
l' . e IV!
ld era play, you play. If not, you don't
's ~th theirgold
.
' an record-eatin ... I'm selling 1me and what I
111Roulette
· g,
'
'ad This
. IS the feel."
Pianist-Composer-arranger-con·
ISnot the
ductor Andre Previn, in another of
gamemadelam
n cz.a
ous Don Gold's Cross Section f~atur~
rs, but a saf
ver~o
n. Theplay~ in Down Beat , expressed his op1!>OWder
gun nions on a variety of topics . He
~ one
.
terms Gian-Carlo Menotti , "a very
n claimcreditfor great theatrical composer." Acemsto havestarted cording to Previn , Stan Freburg
'.mein.a fraternity is "a terribly funny man." And on
..olurnb
1aUniversitythe subject of the Hydrogen bomb,
\ fellowsmatched Previn says, "I think everybody
ns. Fromthisidea hopes that oµr children will have
perhaps
thebiggest to look lhat word up in books ."
Earl Hines made an invaluable
,Uege
ladever.RusClubswerestarted contribution to the history of jazz
twomonths,
seven piano, according to John S. Wilson
thriving
clubswith in his ·«Jazz Piano : A History"
nbers.TheNation
. feature in the October 31 Down
ork, a TV motion Beat. Wilson writes: "He drew on
oy, hasalJ!louncedthe work of the stride pianists, on
>ulettecontes
t· for the work of the blues pianists, and
ts to publicize
i~ on the strong vigorous jazz horns
Vseries"DANGERthat reached a special peak of
d prizesaresporu glory ill. the Chicago of the 20s.
Mexico
Cityand He brought this all together to
prizesaretelevisionform the first completely jazz piradio-phonographs
, ano stY.le.
Pianist-vibist Eddie Costa does
andgiftcertificates
.
~dMinersare en• not take himself too seriously, alterthiscontest
and though jazz critics continue to
,wlotof explodin
g laud the ability of the 27-year-old
ms,plusa printin
g musician. He's not certain abo4t
rulesfor RUSfilAllthe path he'd like his future to
,eingmadeup for take. As he tells Leonard Feather
. For membershipin the Oct. 31 ' Down Beat, " Right
now I've just got such big eyes
tails,writeto:
to continue playing -- there 's so
1lette
much happening on the scene at
;thStreet
the moment. I don't think I'll
9, NewYork
ever want to lead a band. Maybe
self-ad- a small gmup, but even then I
1 stamped
ope.
wouldn't want to work, say, with
he contest
, simpt
• a trio all the time."
to
meandaddress
Les Strand is a organist. But
·essalongwithyour organ was second choice. As
: Question
No. I. Strand puts it, " If I could play
a total of twent
y like Oscar Peterson, I wou)dn't
,e contestandthey play organ. But I can't, so I play
,klyin theMNER. organ. "
NO.1 If Barbara MUSIC NEWS: Trumpeter
oderandpullsthe Bobby Styles succumbed to a
nes- stopping
be" fatal combination of alcohol , and
ulingof thetrigge
r narcotics in New York ... Mar1
-. ;
ylindera,uain
shall Stearns has initiated a 15,bability
ofit gom
, week course in jazz at the New
timethan(hefirst Schol)} for Social Research, New
York. The once-a-week classes'
~
study jazz from the point of view
of music, literature, history, psyiamS.Jenks,Jr.
chology, linguistics , sociology,
anthropology , and folklore . . .
M4.1414 Louis Armstrong, after a burst of
noneE
violence in a statement against segregation, cooled a trifle after President Eisenhower sent troops into
Little Rock, and reconsidered the
possibility of a tour of Russia. "I
won't say that I won't go," he
said, "we may get to Russia on
our next trip." ... Jim Atlas, a
22-year-old bassist currently reEverYNight
siding in Chicago, took Ralph
at 7:30
Pena's place with Jimmy Giuffre's
pt Mondays
trio .. . June Christy walked out
on a St. Louis club booking with
three nights of the booking remaining. She blamed it on inadequate
daYMatinee
lighting, a "ridiculous" piano , and
some "obnoxious" members of the
at j:30
audience .. . Stan Kenton leased
for a year, with option to buy, the
Balboa Rendezvous ballroom,
where his! band was born 16 yeats
'ago .... Imperial records announced that Fats Domino has sold 25,000,000 records for the company
during the last eight years .

'.:~lllg

based on a bi-weekly survey of
300 retail record outlets as reported to Down Beat:
( 1) Shelly Manne and his Friends
My Fair Lady' (Contemporary
3527)
(2) Nat Cole Love is the Thing
(Capitol T 824)
( 3) Erroll Garner Concert by the
Sea ( Columbia 883)
(4 Frank .Sinatra , A Swingin' Affair (Capitol W 803)
( 5) Modem Jazz Quartet (Atlantic 1265)
And if .t'were not for this here
verse
There'd be a joke here
Ten times worse

PAGE 3
into a dangerous skid," the Colo-1cient_ to send too much powe~ to
nel said . "Even a slight pressure the driving wheels and cause them
on the accelerator is often suffi- to spin."
LIQUOR , WINES, COLD BEER , MAGAZINES, TOBACCO

GALE'S PACKAGE STORE

slippery road surfaces for weeks
and months to come," said Col. H .
Waggoner, Supt. Missouri Highway Patrol today.

703 Pine
Parking Lot in Rear of Stor~ for Customers

"T he Patrql anticipates a sharp
increase in accidents involving vehicles skidding into other vehicles
or off the roadway," he ,said .
Wet and icy pavements and
too much speed are the most commoil causes of skidding accidents.
A good tread on tires is helpful,
but proper use of the brakes and
reduced speeds are essential to
safe driving on _slippery roads .
"P resent day automobiles with
higher horsepower and automatic
transmission can easily be thrown,

Always Ask for ...
TUCKER'S ICE CREAM

TUCKER
DAIRY
Rolla, Missouri
_1
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THE DU PONT REPRESENTATIVE WILL VISIT THE CAMPUS NOVEMBER 18
SIGN UP TODAY AT YOUR PLACEMENT OFFICE FOR AN INTERVIEW

•

JOB FACTS

1

FROM DU PONT

~

. ,_- .
••~ ~ ' ~ ,, o••

'

BETTER THINGS FOR BETTERLIVING
THROUGH

CHEMISTRY

OPPORTUNITIES
AT'DU
PONT
CONTINUE
TOGROW
.
FOR
ALLKINDS
OF''ENGINEERS
.AND
S,CIENTISTS
r---------------,
,

•I

I
1
I
I
I
I

WHERE
DOYOU
WANT
TOWORK?

I

by

F. L. Johns
OuPont
Representative

I wouldn't be entirely realistic if I said that you can
choose your job location
from Du Po"{' s 75 plants and
98 laboratori es scattered
over 26 states. But Du Pont
does have jobs open in many
o:f these locations, so there is
a good chance that we may
be able to match your pref•
erences and qualifications
with available openings.
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ALL KINDS OF ENGINEERS
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For a complete list of our
plant locations, please write
to me at E. I. du Pont de
Nemours & Co. {Inc.) ,
2494-B Nemours Building,
Wilmington 98, Del.

L---------------J

Students with chemical engineering
and chemistry degrees are needed, of
course. But the opportunities are
equally great for students majoring
in many other fields. And the typ1e of
work for these men varies greatly.
Among other things:
Mechanical engineers work in re-

search and development as well as in
plant eng ineering and production
supervision.

Metallurgical engineers co nduct
studies in metal fatigue and corrosion
and engage in fundam ~ntal research
into the natur e and proper ties of
elements. ·
Civil engineers have many assignments, including design and supervision of the construction of Du Pont
plants and laboratories.

Men studying' for degrees in electrical, mining , petroleum, industrial and
mal)y other specialized fields of engineering will find equally challenging
outlets for their , talents at Du Pont.

If you're interested in finding full
scope for your abi lity, Du Pont offers
you plenty of opportunity.

Du PQnt Training Tailored to Individual

Right now, most of the
Du Pont units are east of the
Mississippi, but we have
plants in Texas and on the
Pacific Coast, too. In the past
year plants were completed
in M ichigan, Californi a,
Ohio and Georgia. New
plants are also under construction in Kansas, Tennessee, Virginia and North
Caro lina. Perhaps one of
these locations has just what
you're looking for in a j~b.

..

C:areer.opportunities at Du Pont are
greater today than ever before be' cause of the Company's continued
growth. In 1957, DuPont's sales
were at the $2 billion level. Four new
plants were being built. New research
programs were being launched, .and
new products . were moving into the
production and marketing stages. All
of these developments tend to broaden
opportunities at Du Pont for the
young scientist and engineer.

Each ,of Du Pont's operating departments has its own training progra m
because each has special requirements. But both fotmhl and informal
programs are tailored to the interests
and needs of the individual. ·

I

I

Generally, you go to work on an
assignment at once and start learning
right away. This headstart on responsibility is an important factor in your
progress . Based on your qualifications, you're given one segment of /.
project to tackle almost immediately.
You learn quickly and informally _in
consultation with your supervisor and
other engineers on the same project.
This train'ing is supplemented by fre•
quent meetings, seminars, studies of
elant operations and procedures.
And since Du Pont is interested in
the progr ess of the individual, your

perfo rmance is evaluated at regular
intervals by your supervisor. These
discussions bring out your strong and
weak points and together you work ,
out a program for improvement. This
training and evaluation co ntinu es
year after year as you advance in
the Company.

SENDFORINFORMATION
BOOKLET
Booklets on jobs at Du Pont are
yours for the asking. Subjects
include:-mechanical,
civil, metal•
lurgical, chemical, electrical, instrumentation
and industrial
engineers
at Du Pont; atomic
energy, technical sales, research
and development. Name the subj~!)t •that interests you in a letter
to DuPont,
2494-B Nemours.
Building, Wilmington 98, Del.
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Miners to Take Bears
On at Springfield
Tomorrow, the Miners trave l to
Springfield to take on the S. M. S.
Bears in the second- last conference
of the 1957 season. The Miners
and the Bears are abo ut evenly
matc hed , and both teams are amon g th e top contenders for th e
MIAA Confer ence Cha mpi onsh ip
this year. Springfield ha s a good
team, and was seede d first at the
beginnin g of th e season, th ough
the seedings do not mean mu ch
in this toss-up conference.
The comparative scores against
teams which both the Miners a nd
th e Bears have played are ju st
about even. The Bears beat Em -

poria State 32-13 , and the Miners
beat the sa me team 27-14. Springfield was clobered by the Warrens burg Mules, whereas the Miners
walked over the Mules 47-0 . Pittsburg was whipped 14-0 by the
Bears and 14-6 by MSM. The
Kirksville team that beat the
Miners last week was ju st edged
by Sp ringfield three weeks ago .
The Bear eleven is just about
the same size as the Miner Team ,
th at is, an average of abou t 18590 on the lin e and l 7 5-80 in the
back field. Springfie ld uses a bit
of passing offense, whereas the
Miners usua lly ha ve a tendartcy
to stay on the gro und . Thi ngs

may change, though,
nobody
knows what Gale Bullman bas up
his sleeve until he pops it.
The flu bas laid up all of the
Miner squad, among th em are the
first-string backfielders Ed McPherson and Perry Allison , and
starti ng linemen Tom Cooper,
Wally Nor thrup , and "Moose"
Ag'ers. Bill Wheeler, Bill Cook,
Morris Boren, Dale Klohr, Ri ch
Boyett and Max Smith are also
on the sick list, so, if this Flu
doesn't clear, up in a few days,
as it should, there won't be many
Miners on th e field.
Tomorrow will be a tough game,
even if the flu will let us alone,
and the Miners l\eed thi s one for
their sca lp belt . The MIAA
Cha mpi ons hip depe nds on thi s and
next week's game, so 1ets show
'em who is th e best team in the
confe rence, and back our men
when they go to Sprin gfield.
Cape are the two teams which •are
in the best posit ion for the conference tit le and they will meet
each other November l 6, here at
Ro lla, Misso uri. Springfie ld is
third with two )Yins an d two
losses while Warrensburg, Kirksville, and Maryville follow respectively.

ROSPECTIN'

th.e

Conference
by Don Binz
T he lead ers in the M . I. A . A.
Conference traded
places thi s
week as Cape Girardeau downed
one of its strongere oppone n ts
eas ily and the Missour i School of
Mines was upset by a winless
Kirksville sq uad .
The Misso uri :Miners were on
top of the con ference world pre vious to last weekend with an
unbeaten conference record , an
easy game last Saturday, poss ibilities of not even having to play
Cape Girardeau, and their backfield men among the top rushers
and scorers in the leag ue. Kirksville, meanwhil e, had failed to
score a victory in the loop and
had managed to tally only one
victory in six for the season.
At Kirksvi lle the rains came ,
and came , until the field was all
mud , ank le deep and more rain
was waiting. With the inclement
weather prevailing. the Mine rs'
versatile attack was slowed to a
craw l while the heavier Kirksville Bulldogs began slidin g forward. The Bulldogs drew first
blood, but missed, the conversion
for six points. Again Kirk sville
repeated the trick for another six
to bring the final score to 12-0.
The
liners threatened several
times but intercepted
passes ,
fumbles , and wild pitchouts stunted all threats.
At Cape Girardeau , the Indians
kept their championship hope s
alive when they e~ ly defeated
the pringfield Bears , 20-0. Cape
Girardeau 's star halfback. Tom
Brennecke , was the shining star
for the Indians as he tallied two
touchdowns on two sparkling long
run . In the second period, Brennecke grabbed the ba II and raced
54 yards for a T. D. and seven
points which gave the half-time
score of 7-0. On. the first play
from scrimma ge in the second
half, Brennecke again dashed for
49 yards and six more points. The

Indi ans scored another
touchdown in thi rd quarter while th ey
held the Bea rs scoreless to make
the final tally 20-0.
Warrensburg , the unpredictable
team in the league , was decisively
beaten by the last-place Mary ville tean1, 21-6. Warrensburg
started off the season by being
thorou ghly trou nced by the Missouri M iners, 4£-6. They then
went out and tied top-seeded
Cape Girardeau , 14-1 4 . Stepping
over to Spri ngfield, another respec ted power in the lea gu» they
put them down with a thud , 35-6 .
Now considered a stronger and
much improved team , they took
on last-place Maryville only to
be beaten , 21-6. What they will
do when they meet Kirksville is
anybody's guess .
Cape Girardeau now leads the
league with a 2-0-1 record while
Rolla bas fallen to second position
with a 2-1-0 record. Rolla and

Here we a re aga in , deep into
the sports whirl. In the tenn.is
world the Gunther brothers of
Thet ; Kap took the day. Jim
Gunthe r became the singles cha mpion and little Don fitted in the
second spot. They piled up the

WATCHES

Jeweler
805 Pine
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DRYCLEANING
"LINT- FREE- CLING-FREE"
DRY CLEANING PROCESS
Scientifically Controlled
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Each team had two chances to
score , the Miners lost theirs on a
fumb le and a miscalled signa l,
while the Bulldo gs made theirs
pay off. In add ition to ot her
bad luck, Miners Tom Cooper
and Mo rri s Boren were out with
the flu for th e game.

(Continued on Page 5)
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BUSY
BEE
LAUNDRY
& DRY
CLEANERS
14th & Oak or VERN'S MEN'S WEAR

~

2..

ALL the dirt is right]
Every stubborn
spot
and even deeply embedded grime is flushed
out. Perspirationo bani.shed completely, too .
Your clothes are returned to you not only
looking clean but so
thoroughly dirt-free and
spot-free that they look
and feel like new again.
That's true for all your
other wearables, too, 88
well 88 suits-yet
Sanitone is safe for even
daintiest fabrial. Call
118 today .

CASH AND CARRY ONLY
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ECONOMY FLUFF DRY LAUNDRY
10 lbs. for only 75c
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Rolla, l\fo.
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1SO points as the highest position.
Signu came second with 137.5
points and TKE showed up third
with 12 5 markers. The rest of
the teams finished as follows:
(Continued on Page 5)
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All things con3idered, the Miner eleven were complete ly outplayed in the slop by the heavier Kirksville team. Coach Gale
Bullman stated that the Nor theas tern Sta te Teachers College ' I
field was the worst he had ever
seen and the Miners aren't used
to playing in ankle-deep 'mud . A
aan1e like th at must be played for
the breaks, hut the l\Iiners seemed to be short of breaks in the K'ville ga me.

Really doH 9et
out all tfte dlrtl

G. L. Christopher

l!!I

■

The first Bulldo g touchdown
came in the second qu arter , set
up by an interception of a pass
from Ed McPherson, intended for
John Sullivan by Dale Mills of
Kirksville. Mills broke into the
open and ran 3 5 yards to the
Mi ner I 5 befo re being hit. A ser ies of short ga ins, and a run
aro und left end by Jack Perrin
gave the Bulldogs six points. T~e
second K 'ville talley came late rn
the third qu arte r. The Bulldogs
bad driven down the field (?),
and were situated on th e Miner
3 yd. line when Jerry Porter ca lled a bea utiful Quarterback Sneak ,
and went over. Th e rest of the
game was ju st run-kick , run-kick ,
back and forth , up and down th e

DRY CLEANING

Authorized Agent

■

■

Last Friday night, th e Miners
and the Mo nsoo ns traveled to
Kirksville to take on the NESTC
Bulldpgs. The monsoons proved
to be the Miners' undoin g, and
the men from MSM wound up on
the sh6rt end of a 12-0 readin g
on the scoreboar d. The Miner s
couldn't get up their usual speed
with the mud knee-deep on the
field, and th e heavier K 'v!lle
backfieldmen were able to shde
over th e goa l line twice.

field . Ray Pa rker did some nice
kicking, the short est of his kicks
being good for 20 yards. Thipgs
looked brighter for the Miners
in the second quarter , when Ed
McPherson broke loose for an
18 yard run in Bulldo g Territory,
but Lac:!y Luck turned her back
on the Miners once again, the
hall slipped out of Ed's hands,
and Kirksville recovered the fumble . Jim Kamicar's 14 ya rd run
in the fourth quartet was the only
other chance the Miners had to
make any ground. Pass plays
were next to impo ssible to make
in th e slimy mud , and th e Miners
on ly tried two , one of which was
intercepted.

Sanitone

OMEGA
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by J. P. McKeone
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Miners Beaten by Mud,
--·and Bulldogs, 12-0

No Spotty future for this suit
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THE MISSOURI MINER
INTRAMURALS
Engineers ......... ......... 20th
2.5
.(Continued from Page 4)
Theta Xi ....................21st
0.0
Club
Place
Pts. Dorm I\ ....................22nd
0.0
Kappa Sig ................ 4th 112.5
The basketball season was inWesley .................. .... 5th 100 augurated last Monday Nov. 4.
Tech Club , .............. 6th
87.5 The teams will meet twice each
Triangle .................... 7th
80 in their respective leagues to find
Lambda Chi' ............ 8th
70 the winners. There are the usual
Prospectors .............. 9th
4 7.5 three leagues of seven teams each.
Kappa Alpha ............ 10th
47.5
The entries for the swimming
Delta Sig .............-::... 11th
40 meet were, due yesterday, ThursBeta Sig ........... ......... 12th
35 day the 7th. On the eleventh the
B S U ........................13th 25 preliminaries will be held. Every
Sig Ep ........................ 14th 25 one should attend this affair as
Pi K A ......................15th
25 they are always exciting and enShamrock ..................16th
12.5 tertaining . On Tues. the 12th, the
Sig Pi ......................... 17th
12.5 finals will be held.

ki:

Dorm ........................ 18th
Sig Tau ......................19th

PAGE 5

soon. Get up to see all of ·these
games. Your cooperation and
spirit affects the entire spirit of
the whole intramural program.
It's your show! Let's make it a
good season from here on in.
Next weeli.we'll have the overall point totals and the run down
on the games up until. then.
- Jim Walther

KIRKSVILLE
(Continued from Page 4)
The Miners have two games
left in the season, tomorrow they
go against the Bears at Springfield, and next Saturday will find
2,5 Handball is another of the fast the Cape Girardeau eleven at
2.5 moving, indoor sports starting Jack.ling Field. The Miners will

have to win both these games to
ta.!te the MIAA Championship,
unless the already confused conference gets even more messed
up. That trophy is still within
reach, so let's get it.
STARTING LINEUPS
Pos,-LMiners
K'ville
L. E.-Sullivan ............ Schultze'
L. T.-lngram ............ Shoemake
L. G.-Jones ................ Blacklock
C.-Varg:1 ................ Stouffer
R. G.-Englesardt .... Whiteside~
R. T.-Agers .................... Haller
R. E.-Northup ........ Hammock
Q. B.-McPherson .......... Porter
L. H.-Kamicar ................ Mills
R. H .-Allison ................ Perrin
F . B.-Parker ............ Fitzgerald

Westetn Electric's new TUITION REFUND PLAN
can Jielp you continue your studies while launching
an exciting career
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Under the new plan, Western Electric
will refund tuition costs for after-hours
1 study at graduate or undergraduate
level, to a maxirimm of $250 each year.
Say, for example, that you decide on
a career at Western Electric in one of
many rewarding phases of telephony
-electronics, development engineering,
design, manufacturing production, plant
engineering, or some other. You may be
eligib le for financial assistance to help
defray the cost of graduate or other
study from the very first day. Choose
engineering, science or any course that
is appropriate to your job or that ad~
to your ability to accept greater responsibility, and the Company will refund
to you up to $250 a year for tuition.
(You'll note from the map on this page
that Western Electric's work locations
are well situated in terms of major population areas . That means that many of
the nation's best schools are close by.)
Plus values, like the new TuitiOI\ Refund Plan, give Western Electric engi neers , many opportunities that others
never have. There's specialized training
both in the classroom and on the job ...
a formal program of advanced engineering study that includes full-time,
off-job courses of up to 10 weeks' duration . .. a retirement and benefit program
that's one of the best known and most
liberal in industry ... low-cost life insurance that would appeal to any man with
his eye on the future. And of paramount
importance is the chance to work
alongside top men in the field of'
communications.
There's a good deal ·more for which
there isn't space here.Why not write us
· or contact your placement office to
schedule an interview when Bep System
representatives visit your campus.
As one of us, you'd help engineer .the
manufacture, distribution or installation
of the equipment needed for the nationwide communications network of 49
million Bell telephones.
Here-where ·transistors were first developed for production; where repeaters
for the new transatlantic telephone /
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• JOHN MORAN, who joined Western Electric's 'engineering staff at th e Kearny, N. J., Works recently,
is now studying for his M.S.M.E. under the new Tuition Refund Pion. Western Electric expects to
refund the tuition for John's graduate study at the Newark College of Engineering this yea r.

cable were tailor-made-there's ' a constant:_need for new products and new
processes . Two-thirds of the equipment
we make today for the Bell telephone
compani es is of types developed since
World War II .
Besides t elep hon e work, Western
Electric-o ver the years-h as been responsible for a continuous flow of defense jobs for the govefill!lent such as
,th e Nike guided missile
system and the DEW
Line .
There's plenty o{ room
for advancement .. (whatever your .field of specialization. So - whether
you'd be helping with

our telephone- job, or working on a
major defense project like guided missile' systems-with Weste rn Electric you
can expect to grbwl
For your copy of our College Tuition
Refund Plan booklet and additional in{ormation about Western Electric write:
College Relations, Room 1029, Western
Electric Company, 195 Broadway, New
York 7, N. Y.
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IT OF THE BELLSYSTEM

Western Electric has ma/or manufacturing plants located at
Chicago, Ill., Kearny, N. J., Baltimore, Md., Indianapolis, Ind.,
Allentown, Pa., Winston-Salem, N. C., Buffalo, N. Y., North
Andov er, A1ass. Distribution Centers in 30 cities. Installation
headquarte rs in 16 cities. General headquarters: 195 Broadway,
New York, N. Y. Also Teletype Corporation, Chicago 14, Illinois.
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,., once again to show the pledges
'Student
who are their betters .
,
·1 ]ast w
Intramural
sports held the
One' by one, the active chapter
ur doo
r. V
limelight at the Sigma Nu House is coming down with the flu. Forpicethere a
this week. Competition in hand- tunately for the care of the house,
If it were~
ball and basketball has begun. the pledges are as yet untouched.
GIVE! '
Swimming workouts have been
The chapter owes F~ed Ber~ a
piobi
le will
underw ay with several boys com- vote ~f thanks for taking the Job
peting for a place on th e team .
of assistant house manager vaca~The tennis and ping-pong ~ by ~rank 1B~er because of his
rds. Si
teams of Sigma Nu are to be con- impendmg mamage.
takenc
gratulated. Jan Coester and Ted
cereho
Rouse both placed among the top
tudent bo
\
players "in tennis singles. In pingell asit n
pong Craig Bierbaum and Terry
This last week our pled ges exKohler finished second in doubles
SHA
play and AI Pope did well in sin- perienced their first " Kan garoo
Court " of this semeste r. It was
With al
gles.
re wir
With mid-semester coming up an event that some of them will , ictu
mehow
,
soon, hitting the books is now never forget.
It seems that we have a few
ithout ai
occupying a good deal of time at
sneakly photo graphers in our
ark.Ma
Sigma N u.
crew. Various members and their
oblinssa
dates (not always " their" dates)
roundthe
were surprised by the flash of our
ut the up
roving photomen.
>ithload
With a score of 25-18, the Things overheard Hom ecoming:
queeze
di
pled ge-active football game end- "ILet's get out of here ;" " What
Mrs. D
ed with a traditional active vic- did you do with it ?" and o'ther
hamroc
k
tory . Although faced with unfa v- assorted unprintable remarks .,
orable odds and an impartial refCage season started last Moneree, the actives came thr ough day. Let's tear 'em up , men .

SIGMA
PHI
EPSILON
KAPPA
PHI
TRIANGLE THETA
We woutd like to extend our
It was a relatively quiet week
congratulations to the four new around , the Theta Kap house as
brothers we initiat ed Saturd ay: the approachin g mid - semester
Les Klager, Al Meskan , Ron battery of tests began to force
Romano and Dick Waddell.
some of the guys to check on what
Frid ay night the Trian gles and1 courses they had scheduled in
th e KA' s held a, "soda pop " bust order that they might receive a
at Lions Park and at the KA grade.
house. Whil e everyone had a
H owever, this qidn' t slow up
good time the big ta lk around the int ramur al sports competithe " Rock House" Saturday was tion with the baske tball, han dabout that " In dian."
ball and swimming teams seeing
On the intramural scene the act ion.
roundballers opened the season
On th e mat rimonial scene Bro .
Monday night against Sigma N u. Da n Merk le recently w~ded
Also. the "fish " have been busy Miss J enny Gilmartin in Rolla.
working out and are eage_rly Congrat ulations to Da n and Jenawaitin g the meet and ar~ hoping ny!
for a repeat of last yea r s chamL t
k
H II
·.Lht
· ·nshi G0 0 d 1 k t
s
as wee on a oween m 1; ,
p10
P•
uc earn ·
a group of pledges from one of
our neighboring fra terniti es made
a visit to the house. Needless to
say , ther e was a lot of action between the Th eta Kaps an d th e
One of th e more interesting in- visitors. T here's nothing like a
cidents of the H omecoming pa rty, litt le friendly meeting to liven
especially to some of the alumni up things around the area !
who would hav e sworn it couldn't
happen , were the antics of Mr .
Mark A. "Mod eration. " It seems
he found a use for our stage
coach. He drove it to Sigma N u.
I t has been a usual week at K .
T hen there was " Mu rph ." He
wanted to know "Why in hell A. T he fellows spent it study ing
those guys sleeping on our floor." and passing? tests. Gettin g ready
" Cal" wasn't one of those Mu rph for mid semester is the theme of
was referr ing to, but he almost th ese Fa ll days and night s.
got charged for sleeping on the
Fr iday we found the K. A.'s
janit or's front porch.
attendin g a " good relat ionships"
Our cross'.country team did a tea party with T riangle. A good
highly commendab le job of finish- time was had by all and Saturday
ing second ; t his raised our over- was a day of clean-up for the
all intr amural sta nding to a t ie Pledge class of '57.
for second . ·1n basketball , Teke
Saturday afternoon we found
play th eir first game this week. the Pledges pra cticing for the
Again last weekend , the song Pledge-Active game this Saturof the pldeges was, " I'd walk a day . The winner is obvious but
mile for a beanie ." The general we hope the " Elite" ones will
alarm was again sounded and the put up a small fight . Th anksgivrace was on . They never learn!
ing is long awaited, a time to put
away th e text and go home to see
close _friends of the opposite sex.

TAU
KAPPA
EPSILON

KAPPA
ALPHA

DELTA
SIGMA
PHI
Last Saturday th e D ~lta Sigma
Ph i frat ernity was proud to entertain a very dist inguished guest.
Vinegar Bend Mizell, a Cardin al
pitching star , was our guest for
dinne r. After dinner many Delta
Sigs had questions to ask Vinegar
Bend. We considered ourselves
honored to have him here with us.
At the last chapter meeting,
'-. twenty-two men/ took · another
step closer • to becqming members
of Delta Sigma Phi, as formal
pledging was held at that time .
On Satur day , October 26, three
of our r!iembers pa rticipated i~
the ceremonies of reactivating the
Beta Beta chapte r at Missouri
University . With this chapter
th ere are now four Delta Sigma
Phi chapters in Missouri.

KAPPA
SIGMA

The last two weeks have kept
the Sig Ep clan jumpin g. Durin g
the homecoming weekend the
front law was decorate d ; a vote
of thanks to all the actives an d
pledges who worked har d to make
th e weekend an enjoya ble.
Th e Sig Ep team, compri sed of
Brother Don Brown and Pledge
Fred Stiel placed 18th and 7th ,
respectively , to tie for fourth
pla,ce in cross-country . Saturday
night a homecoming drop-i n was
held at the house with many
guests and alumni p resent.
After the big weekend, thin gs
settled down until the pledges
Journeyed with bugle in ha nd and
presented the sleepy-eyed T heta
Ka ps with a paper gift to the
tun e of reveille. A challenge was
issued to the pledges of the " Cow
H ouse" and was readily accepted.
It will be interesting to see which
pledge class acts in its fullest
capacity .

' LAMBDA
CHIALP
HA

SIGMA
NU

fi2·
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lE

SIGMA
TAU
GAMMA

PlKAPPA
ALPHA
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T he broth ers were glad to see :j••
once agai9 a friend from our I
midst we a ll missed: Th e one I
and only Chico.
Long awaited by all, the big I
sports event finally took place.
The act ives' "Mas ters" played th e
pledges' " Scums" in a ra ther lopsided affai r of a football game.
While able and justice-minded
referees took pains to keep th e
game fair and square, brilliant
gridiron art ists led th e "Mas ters"
to a 1125-to-3 victory.
Th e Int ram ural ·swimming sea- ~·:•:•
son was opened by our esteemed
High Alpha; the cheerful smile
on his face as he won in F risco
Pond denoted th e spirit in which
this year Lambda Chis will contend for the ta nk trop hy: WITH
CHARM TO VICTORY!

II RAMEY'SBAR

I

SIGMA
Pl
T hanks to an invitat ion from
the Alpha Rh o Chapter at Spring,
field for a pa rty , we won 't have to
wait until the Chr istmas 'dance
for another look at the outside
world . Look out, Springfield I
We have nothing but envy for
our two members who set out for
California two weeks ago. Dave
and Don keep writing about all
the women between here and
there , but they haven't mentioned
jobs yet.
\
She was good while she last ed,
but , oh, she was shot. She'd had
her day, a!)d then gone to pot.
(Her back was cracked , and her
front looked like heck .) We hated to do it , but she had to go.
My gosh, we all miss our old
piano.

A rathe r uneventful week has
passed at the Kap pa Sigma house,
with everyone conc'entrating chiefly on studyin g and preparing for
the intramural sports sta rting th is
week.
We were successful in pingpong with John Kemper takin g
fourth place in singles and Les
Dan ials and Bob Hoffman taking third p lace in doubles, for an
overall finish of second place in
ping-pong. As a result of Jim
Rezmicek and Bob Glaser's fine
efforts in the cross-count ry run ,
If all the cars in th e United
we also took fourth place in that
event. In tennis singles Pa ul States were laid end to end some
Sunday-and
come to think of
Golden and Bob Wright brougl;it
it , they are .
home another fourth place.
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THE MISSOURI MINER
PROSPECTORS CLUB

ENGINEERS CLUB
After one week of absence, for
obvious reasons stated in the
MINER two 'weeks ago, this
article retu111s, with Punch' and
Judy.
This reporter would like to say
"hats off" to four fellows who
really have what it , takes. The
victims of the Jackling Gym
fire have stayed in the game, so
to speak, when everything was
utterly lost. Thanks, too, to all
those who have offered and given
assistance to make the burden a
little lighter.
With the exit of football comes
DIPLOMAT : A fellow who
can tell you to go to hell so tact - the entrance of basketball ' and
fully that you look forward to since our blood still runs thin
the trip.
from victory you'll find our men

complaints about fish on Fridays.
Everyone realized last week just
how hard it was to serve french
fried shrimp and french fried potatoes to this number of boys.
While Bill Jones has been giving his boys basketball practice;
swimming manager Dave Burns
has been coaching Ralph Kimberlin and Jim Besleme for the meets
next week. Also, the Prospectors
Club handball players are Bud
Mosby, Charlie Craig, Fred Bennett and James Besleme. Good
Luck to all you men .

As the month of November beWELCOME! Alpha Phi Omega was most happy to have Mar- gan last week, the Prospectors
vin E. Tong, District Scout Ex- finally held their fall outing. On
ecutive, and E. Ray Mueller, second thought, the Club was
Scout Executive of the Ozarks the first to hold a winter outing.
Empire Area Council, with us at
Sixty members of the Club enour meeting last week. They dis- joyed the fine food and refreshcussed the possibilities of Alpha ments served Saturday at Lions
Phi Omega helping organize ,more Club Park . .. The volunteer fire
scouting units in the Rolla area. department was more efficient
THIRSTY! Now, as you re- than Rolla's ... Many promised
lax and watch the recently repaired they would never attend another
TV in the A. P. 0. student lounge, outing . Everytime they do, Rusyou can enjoy a cold Coke. Last sia sends up another satellite.
week a Coke machine was in- "Hark the raven, 'Nevermore'."
stalled in the lounge; we hope you . . . One match and Larry would
will enjoy and take care of it. / have beat Russia to the moon.
There will no longer be any
WANTED! The bottom half
of our A. P. 0. Student Lounge
showthe led sign. This sign bears the words
etters. .P ges "Student Lounge," and was-un~ active
chapter til last week-hanging
outside
Withtheflu.For. our door. We think it looked very
care
ofthehouse nice there and would appreciate it
asyetuntouched'.if it were returned.
owesFredBerga
GI-VE! The Red Cross Bloodfortaking
thejob mobile will be in Rolla November
se manager
vacat- 12-13, at the Episcopal Church.
~erbecause
ofhis The lists are on your bulletin
·iage.
boards. Sign up now as they will
be taken down soon. It is our
sincere hope that the M. S. M .
body will participate as
1U GAMMAstudent
1
well as it has in the past .
k ourpledges
exfirst "Kangaroo
SHAMROCK CLUB
semester.
It was With all those big beautiful
1>me
of themwill picture windows, the clubhouse,
somehow, survived Halloween
t wehavea few without as much as one soap
graphersin our mark. Maybe all those would-be
nembers
andtheir goblins saw all the men hiding
1ys"their"dates) 'round the corners and hanging
,ytheflashofour out the upstairs windows armed
I.
with loaded mustard and catsup
ird Homecoming:
squeeze dispensers.
of here;""What Mrs. Dave Godsy, ~ -ife of1
h it?" andother Shamrock secretary - treasurer
:ablerem:arks. Dave, has been visiting her hus;tartedlast Mon- liand this week.
'emup,men.
The Shamrock basketball team
is looking pretty good and they
expect a very successful season
this year. With the I intramura1
swimmin'g mee~ coming up nex~
week ·our team consists ,of "Rocky" Nelson, Roy Smith, D . Hadle);', George Breen· and Glen
Lambkin.
· Note to all members: The club
has a new speed law! All persons are required not to exceed
15 mph in the building. Any violators will have to cart away all
the empty cola bottles upstairs.
-z::::---->
1----<1
TECH CLUB
The Tech Club won the intraHistorically, the process of combustion.
. mural cross-country event this
ha'S excited man"s insatiable hunger for
year. Don Biscunas and Doug
knowledge. Since his most p imitive atMunsell, placed fourth and fifth ,
tempts to harness this phenomenon, he
respectively, to ace u m u I a t e
has been tremendously fascinated by its
enough total points for the championship. This makes the second
potentials ...
perhaps never more so
straight year the Tech Club has
than today with respect to the use of
won cross-country. No wonder
combustion ·principles in the modern
the boys are seldom late to their
aircraft engine.
eight o'clock classes.

---=

conditioning and practicing for
that opening toss-up. It isn't definite yet who'll be the r~lar
starting five, but we , do wiow
this: they will be the go-getters.
Warning! Do not strike a bell
whose tone resembles that used
in a prize fight arena anywhere
near Jerry Whitehouse. Rumor
has it that he has become slightly
punchy . Look -out you
145
pounders.
Thus these men compose
our swimming team: D. Muse,
L. Spaniel, P. M'Mealy, B.
Cooke, and T. McNally . The
Engin. Club handball players are
Sharp, Williams, Sweeney, Booth,
Solimine and W. Whitehouse.
Good Luck, men.

The combustion process as it actually
tokes place in the afterburner of an
advanced jet engine on test is viewed
directly through a special periscope.
What the engineer observes is simultaneously recorded by a high-speed
motion picture · camera.
A
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1n the field of Combustion

--

Theorems of many sciences are being

INDEPENDENTS
All independents circle the date
November 18 on your calendar
right now! That's the date of the
November GDI meeting.
That is also the Monday following the mid-semester 1 brainwashings. By then, all tests 1will
be over, all grades will be in, and
you will be too weak to open a
textbook. So, plan now lo be with
the rest of us inG-6, New Chem.
Building.
Intramural Manager, Al Toigo,
promises a great season is ahead
in basketball for the Tech Club.
Many good prospects were out
for the practices and as the season be'gan this week it looked as
if the team will maintain its high
record of past years.
~

r1

applied to the design and development
of high heat release rate devices at
Pratt & Whitney Aircraft In the realm
of aerodynamics
alone, one of many
airflow problems that exist in combustion work is diffuser design for advanced powerplants.

In spite of the apparent simplicity of
a combustion system, the bringing to-

gether of fuel and air in ·proper propor-

tions. the ignition of the mixture. and
the rapid mixing of burned and unburned gases involves a most complex
series of interrelat ed events occurring
simultaneously in t~e and space.
Fuel injection systems which proper ly atomize and distribute under all
flight conditions are a co ntinuing challenge . In later stages of powerplant development, various combustion problems may be encountered which can

mechanics , metallurgy

and chemistry),

the design of combustion systems has
not yet been reduced to really scientific
principles, The highly successful per, formance of engines like the J-57 1 J-75
and others stands as a tribute to the
vision, imagination and pioneering efforts of those at Pratt & Whitney Aircraft engaged in combustion work.
While combustion
assignments
involve a diver Sity of 1engin eering talent ,

this •field is only one•of a broadly diver-

be studied and resolved through the
highly advanced facilities of P & W A"s
Willgoos Turbine Laboratory.
Although the combustion engineer
draws on many fields of science (in-

other far-reaching act iviti es in the fields
of materials problem 's, mechanical design, instrumentation and aerodynamics

cluding thermodynamics,

-

aerodynamics,

fluid mechanics, heat transfer, applied

sified engineering

program at Pratt &

Whitney Aircraft. That program-with

spells out a gratifying future for

m an y of today's engineering

students.

World's foremost designer and builder of aircraft engines

PRATT & WHITNEY

AIRCRAFT

Division of United Aircraft Corporation

EAST HARTFORD 8, CONNECTICUT
Pratt & Whitney Aircraft operates a completefy self-contained engineering facility in fast Hartford, Connecticut, and is.- now building I a similar facility in Palm
Beach County, Florida. For further information about engineering careers ot Pratt & Whitney Aircraft, write to Mr. F. W. Powers, Engineering Department.

\
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Beta Sig Takes
Homecoming Honors
Beta Sigma Psi Fraternity won
the annual Homecoming decorations contest sponsored by the
Interfratemity Council. The second and third place prizes were
won by Kappa Alpha and Lambda
Chi Alpha respectively . Also
honorable mention goes to Tau
Kappa Epsilon and Pi Kapp a A)pha. The trophys have not arrived
as yet but they will be awarded
to the winners as soon as possible.
The IFC wishes to thank all the
houses for their enthu sisiam toward the decorations as this was
the first year for one hundred percent participation in many years.

The need for all-around additional
space was stated by the club's
president, George Franke, as reason for the move.
Members of the Prospectors
Club unanimously approved the
idea at their first meeting this
year in September. The club's officers were kept busy last month
finishing up final plans. Business

Prospector's Club
Changes Location
The Prospectors ' Co-operative
Eating Club, presently located at
1105 Pine Street, is scheduled to
move this month. The co-op's new
home will be located at 1005 Ehn
Street, across from the new Telephone Company Offices.

COLD BEER

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 8, 1957

Manager John H. Miller and the
owner Mrs. J. M . Hoggett signed
the lease a couple of weeks ago.
The mo,·e is scheduled to start
on Saturday, November 23, and
completion is hoped for before the
Thanksgiv'.ng recess on Wednesday. Since the results will benefit
everyone, all members are expected to join in the moving operation.
LIQUORS

DON BOCKHORST

The new building will provide The organiziation COlllIIWICed
space to supply the now over- members at the beginnnig of tbe
crowded dining, kitchen and !iv- second semester of the 1955.51
ing areas. Among stacks of un - school year. Owing to the never
answered applications, forty new ending increase in enrolhnen t, the
members will now be approved ef- co-op was organizied. With this
fective December 1.
same reason in mind, the club
1
Only in its fourth semester, the hopes it will now be able to doub~
Prospectors Club is presently the its orginal size by its second 81111i
-, ,
youngest eating club on campus. versary in February.

T
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MENTAL FATIGUE!

East Side Grocery & Beverage
904 Elm St.

NEED A BREAK!

RELAX AT

MINERS

Phone EM 4-3218

9th St.

212 W.

WELCOME!

AUTOMATIC LAUNDRY
COMPLETE

BACHELOR

35 MINUTES TO WASH-60

LAUNDRY

SERVICE

MINUTES TO WASH & DRY

Same day Shirt and Trouser finishing Monday through Friday
FREE PARKING

if brought in by 11 A. M.

SPACE

LIQUOR - SPORTING GOODS
FREE GLASSWARE SERVICE - ICE CUBES
Hwy . 63
North of Junction 63-72

CORNER7th and ROLLASTREETS
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UPTOWN THEATRE
MOVIES

IN

CINE,,MASCOPE

MECHANICAL
ELECTRICAL,
CHEMICAL
ENGINEERS-AND
CHEMISTS:
I

.

1111111
11111111
111111111111111111
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111
111111111111111
111
111111111

Friday and Saturday , Nov. 8-9

'Tip on a Dead Jockey'
Robert Taylor, Dorothy Malone
Sunday , Monday and Tuesday ,
November 10-11-12
Sunday

Continuous

from

12 :30

p. m .

Love in the Afternoon

-I

Gary . Cooper, Audrey Hepburn

'12 Angry Men'

I

Henry Fonda and Lee J. Cobb
11
111
1111
111111
11111
11111
111111
11111
111111
1111111
111111
11111
111,111111111

RITZ THEATRE
ON

WIDE

SCREEN

Saturday Conti nuous from 1 p.m.

'Silk Stockings'
Fred Astaire and Cyd Charisse
-PLUS-

Guns of Fort Petticoat
Audie Murphy , Kathryn

Grant

Sunday , Monday and Tu esday ,
November 10-11-12
Sunday Continuous from 1 p. m.

'The Great
Sioux Uprising'
Jeff Chandler , Faith Domergue
- PLUS -

'He Laughed Last'
Frankie Laine and Lucy Marlow
Wednesday-Thur sday , Nov. 13-14

'Ten Thousand
Bedrooms'

Dean Martin and Anna Maria
Alberghetti
- PLUS -

·A Man Afraid'
George Nader , Phyllis Thaxter

News

IV. Hon

0
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Friday and Saturd ay, Nov . 8-9

$pe
Mo

I

Wednesday-Thursday, Nov . 13-14

MOVIES

ATHAGAN
CHEMICALS
& CONTROLS,
INC.
WhYtake a chance on ·having your talent stified by j;he heavy

1

hand of platoon-system trainee-programs?
You can start at Hagan as one of a select group of just 20
qualified graduates that we plan ,to train and assign this year .
We're not a giant corporation, yerwe're big eno11ghto number
among our thousands of cw,j;omers: ·gg of the 100 largest inrlustrial firms in America, and 40 of the 50 largest utilities.

Controls and Instrumentation. We design, manufacture and
sell automatic control and instrumentation systems for use in
power plants, steel mills, aeronautical testing facilities, and in.
many basic process control applications .- including j:lectronic
instcumentation.

-M

extil,

Industrial Water Service. Our Hall Service E:ngineers help
thousands of industrial ·plants prevent costly water troubles,
by on-the -job consultation <ind service for every type of industrial
water problem - from procurement to disposal.

Po

Calgon and Hagan Chemicals.
Calgon phosphate compounds, and Calgonite detergents - including popular household
versions of eacli- are among . the many chepticals we process
and sell for water treatment in-utility, industtial, municipal and
household water systems. -

HOWWE TRAINENGINEERS
ANDCHEMISTS
AT HAGAN
Mechanical and electrical engineers, for our Mecltanical
Division, receive six months training, including: laboratpry
with a Field Elnp.
neer; rotation in various departments . Then, assignment as a
Field Service Engineer-where possible in an area of your choice.

•

RAND
Y'S SHOE
STORE
OPPO SITE POST OFFICE
ROLLA, MO.

Chemical engineers and chemists, for our J:Iall and Calgon
Division , receive six montbs training, including : classroom work;
on-the-job training with a Field Engineer, and r:9-tationin various
departments. Then assignment to a District Office=-where possible in a territory of ·your qhoice.
•
What's ahead for you? . Hagan is growing fast. Field ~ce
Engineers and Chemists have excellent opportunities for positions in Salee Engineering , or adtninstrative work.
/
For &pflcificdetails on type of work, travel,,..benefita, etc. ,
make an appointment through your College Placement Officer to
learn abou t. the opportunities. for you at Hagan. Remem:ber , you
start as one of a select team of only 20 graduates.
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WHATDOESHAGAN
MAKEANDDO?
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work; classroom wci~k; on-the-job-training

'

E

DE LUXE
RECREATION PARLOR
BILLIARDS - SNOOKER - POOL

r---------------------7

I HAGAN
CHEMICALS
& CONTROLS,
INC. l
I

1
I

Hagan Building, Pittsburgh 30, Pennsylvania
Divisions: (;algon Company, H<!ilLaboratories

~

Hagan pe-rsonnel officer will be interviewing
on the date shown below , See yo ur placement
officer for interview time .

I
I
I

I

November 18

~

ON CAMPUS

L--------------------~
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